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MeDiuM-size sTainless sTeel FOOD Mills

SVM-9

SVM-12

FOOD mills

large-size FOOD Mill
♦♦Comes with five (5) interchangeable cutting plates with 
varying perforations for a variety of textures 
♦♦ Four with round perforations of 8mm, 4mm, 3mm or 2mm 
dia, and one with rectangular 3 x 8.5mm
♦♦Output is approximately 3 lbs per minute and fits on a 7" or 
larger receptacle 

a great alternative to using a food processor, the 
Winco® stainless steel food mills are ideal for straining 
and puréeing cooked fruits and vegetables without 
retaining seeds, skin and fibers. simply turn the crank 
and the semi-circular blade sweeps over, compresses 
and scrapes the food.

SVM-3

sliCers & ChOPPer

FOOD chOPPer
♦♦ 18/8 stainless steel construction with plastic base
♦♦ zigzag-shaped blade rotates for dicing
♦♦ 0.5mm blade thickness

FCS-3

5"l x 2-1/4"W slot

Turning slicer
♦♦ Produce beautiful vegetable strands and curly ribbons 
in minutes with a turn of the handle
♦♦ Perfect for garnishing, cooking, and making salads and 
coleslaws
♦♦ includes plastic turner, built-in straight blade and 3 
interchangeable julienne blades

VTS-3G

BGS-1

Bagel slicer
This commercial-grade polycarbonate bagel slicer 
promotes fast, convenient and safe slicing, an 
essential for quick-paced food service venues.

♦♦High-carbon, non-stick blade with serrated edge 
provides precise cuts on every slice
♦♦Clear guard allows visibility & protects hands/fingers 
from injury
♦♦Wide base helps maintain stability while in use
♦♦Dishwasher safe

ImPRoVED

ITEM DESCRIPTION SIZE UOM CASE
SVM-12 5 Qt 12-3/4"Dia Set 1/4

ITEM DESCRIPTION SIZE UOM CASE
SVM-3* 2 Qt w/3 Graters 8"Dia Set 1/8

SVM-9 2 Qt w/3 Graters 9"Dia Set 1/6
*replaces former svm-8

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
FCS-3 3" Dia each 6/24

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
VTS-3G 11"l x 5"W x 7-3/8"H each 1/12

VTS-3GBS Serrated Blade Set for 
VTS-3G, 3-Pc: Coarse, 
Medium, Fine

Set 30

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
BGS-1 7"l x 3-1/2"W x 9"H Set 1/12

BGS-1B Replacement Blade w/ 
Guard

each 1/12
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